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Traditionally, teachers of majority languages receive less training to teach a language as a second language or to develop the plurilingual repertoire of their learners than, for example, foreign language teachers. Yet, in today’s societies, learners bring many different languages to school. This means that the teaching of the majority language has to extend beyond teaching it as a first language and adopt elements of second language teaching.

This publication aims to encourage teachers to become agents of reform for the promotion of plurilingualism in majority language teaching. The range of proposed actions includes small-scale activities, such as planning a lesson, relating to a specific aspect of grammar, which incorporates all languages spoken in the classroom. More comprehensive strategic approaches proposed in the materials involve head teachers or parents.




Who is it for?

	Majority language teachers of secondary schools
	Teacher trainers, head teachers, curriculum developers and school administrators


Download handbook
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These are the results from a project of the European Centre for Modern Languages within its "Empowering Language Professionals" programme 2008-2011.





Read more about the project

Background to the MARILLE project

This website results from a project run within the ECML's (European Centre for Modern Languages) Empowering Language Professionals programme entitled "Majority language instruction as basis for plurilingual education".

Abstract of the project

Language teaching is changing throughout Europe as a result of increasing migration, cultural diversity and multilingualism. The MARILLE project is concerned with the language of instruction in schools, which is usually also the official national language. So we will be looking at the teaching of German in Austria, English in Great Britain, or Hungarian in Hungary, and we are calling this “majority language teaching”. Teachers of these subjects have usually had less training than, for example, teachers of foreign languages, in teaching a language as a second language or in developing the plurilingual repertoire of their pupils. MARILLE’s aim is to explore and compare successful strategies for handling this new situation, at the classroom and school level, and to share examples of effective practice. The outcome should be a collection of resources and examples which will support teachers in multilingual classrooms, as well as a catalogue of principles and ideas for promoting plurilingualism in the majority language classroom.

The project deals with the strategies and methods different countries have found to integrate plurilingualism into the school subject conventionally dedicated to majority language (ML) teaching in secondary schools. Today, children are bringing many different languages to school. This means that the concept of teaching the language of instruction (LI) has to move away from L1 teaching and has to integrate elements of L2 teaching for the benefit of those whose L1 is different from the LI. LI/ML-teaching also has to be integrated into plurilingual education concepts like language across the curriculum and language awareness. The project would look at the development of LI/ML-instruction in secondary schools in ECML member states to find out about the strategies employed by classroom teachers. How are these strategies related to the national/regional/local situation? Which strategies could be transferred to other contexts? How have curriculum reform, teacher in- and pre-service training and actual classroom practice dealt with the challenges of multilingual societies and plurilingual students? The objective is to identify, describe and operationalise change management strategies on how to implement a "plurilingual turn" to redefine ML-instruction.

Acknowledgement

The Marille publication and website result from the work of an international network established within one of the ECML projects. We would like to thank all who worked on Marille, in particular the project coordination team for their motivation and active involvement.
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	Related publications
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            Minority languages, collateral languages and bi-/plurilingual education (EBP-ICI)

            The different activities during the project demonstrated the transferability to other contexts of the proposed teaching processes. These focus on identifying languages and cultures and their similarities and individual characteristics, on collaborative writing with the aim of interculturality and on oral intercomprehension. The material is varied and environment-based: written and oral documents, electronic mail, platform, videos, films, blogs, etc. 
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            A framework of reference for pluralistic approaches (CARAP) 

            This publication opens ways for implementing pluralistic approaches in classrooms in order to develop the plurilingual and intercultural competences of learners of all subjects. The term pluralistic approaches to languages and cultures refers to didactic approaches which involve the use of more than one / several varieties of languages or cultures simultaneously during the teaching process.
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            Language associations and collaborative support (LACS)

            The LACS (Language associations and collaborative support) network mediates between ECML projects and language teacher associations and other networks at regional and national levels. Its purpose is to raise awareness of existing ECML projects and resources, and to motivate teachers and others involved in language education to adapt these to their local environment, in order to facilitate widespread impact on learning and teaching.
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